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INTRODUCTION 

“To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a child. For what is the 

worth of human life, unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records of history?” 

(Marcus Tullius Cicero) 

THE HISTORY OF FIFTY  SEASONS OF CCNSW IN THE C&SCA 

The Cricketers’ Club first entered a team in the C&SCA in 1971. For the first 30 years of its existence 

1940-1970, the actual playing of cricket games by CCNSW had been a minor and peripheral part of its 

existence, primarily as a City social club for people with an interest in cricket. Matches were generally 

limited to two or three social games per annum, the most important of which was an annual game by the 

President’s XI at the SCG. In general as much attention was given in the Cricketers’ Club’s Annual 

Reports to playing golf, bowls and snooker as to playing cricket by the Club. 

Indeed for many years the Cricketers’ Club was better known in the C&SCA season’s Annual Report as 

the traditional home of the Association’s annual dinner which over 100 players might attend. 

By 1970 the C&SCA had been going for 67 years and was a larger and more important Association than 

at present with  38 Clubs, some of whom ran more than one side. Overs were still 8-ball overs (Not to 

change till 1979). Almost all City and Suburban club cricket was played only on Saturdays and 

commenced at 1.30pm – a start time apparently originally founded on the fact that many players worked 

Saturday mornings. Not all games were on turf wickets and two piece balls were commonly used until the 

practice was changed to 4 piece balls in the 1990s. 

At that time the Association played representative games on major grounds such as the SCG against 

sides such as the NSWCA for the C A Fairland Memorial Cup and the Teachers’ Federation. It was not 

uncommon for Grade players who could not play two successive Saturdays in a Grade game, to use the 

‘spare’ weekends to play C&S. It was also not uncommon for former Grade players approaching the end 

of their Grade career to drop down to play City and Suburban on Saturday afternoons. Indeed one of the 

‘attractions” mentioned by CCNSW  to its members when newly entered in the Association, was the short 

nature of the one day afternoon games which did not oblige a player to play two successive weekends 

and the frequency of after game barbecues - there were no drink driving laws then! 

The lack of a formal competitive league structure combined with the short nature of the games and the 

use of 2 piece balls led some to assume the standard of cricket was low. Nevertheless the playing 

standard of the leading C&S teams was quite high. On their retirement from first class cricket, some 

former State and Test players played in the C&S. The initial entry by CCNSW in 1971 was recorded in the 

C&SCA Annual Report but no details of their performance given. The first mention of any performance by 

the Club in the C&SCA Annual Reports was in 1973-74 when the feats of former Australian opening 



batsman, Bill Watson were noted. The Club was fortunate in its first decade in the Competition to be 

represented by two other former international cricketers, both of whom had migrated to Australia: 

Venkataraman (“Mani”) Subramanya who played 9 Tests for India in the 1960s and was affectionately 

called ‘Kunju (small) Mani' and Keith Elloy who had played international cricket for Singapore from the 

early age of 16. As of last season Keith Elloy was still playing for the Club, giving him an unparalleled 

perspective on the Club’s development in the C&SCA over five decades. 

There has always been a degree of tension in the Association as to whether games should be purely 

social or whether there should be some form of competitive ladder leading to a “league winner” each 

season. At the time of CCNSW entry into the Association, games were strictly social with no points 

awarded. The situation was complicated by the fact that each team arranged (and still do arrange) their 

own fixtures and did not necessarily play every week.  Further given the number of Clubs in the 

Association (38 at the time CCNSW entered a side), it simply was not possible until recently to play every 

other Club in one season. It was not until 2004 that the number of Clubs first reduced to 20 or less. 

 A ‘compromise’ solution was commenced in 1979-80 where the “W. B. Wray Memorial Trophy”, named 

after the death of the former secretary for the previous 24 years,  was created and awarded on a quotient 

basis, thus not disadvantaging some teams which played fewer games than others. CCNSW was to win 

the Trophy twice in 1986-87 and 1988-89. This trophy continued to be played for until 1991 when it 

ceased, anecdotally because of disputes amongst some of the leading clubs as to who had won. The 

C&SCA AGM minutes record it was discontinued because “it was contrary to the traditional social spirit in 

which our cricket was meant to be played”. 

Games continued on a purely social basis until the establishment in 2005 of the “Jack Pace Memorial 
Shield” (named after the former Secretary of the Association who had died in 2003 in his 87th year) which 
CCNSW has to date won 4 times in 2009-12 and 2014. This competition plays 5 league games on 
alternate weekends for points prior to Christmas followed by knockout quarter finals, semis and final after 
Christmas. To date this has satisfied clubs which only or primarily want to play competitive cricket and 
clubs which only or primarily want to play social cricket. 

 
Perhaps the greatest change in CCNSW C&S cricket came in 1992 when for the first time a separate 

“Masters’ over 40s competition was established. Until that time older players had nowhere to go and 

either continued playing in the C&S or retired. Since 2004 the Masters over 40s has expanded into a 

“Classics” over 50s and recently a “Vintage” over 60s. This means in terms of the number of players, the 

CCNSW C&S side is less prominent. The C&S team is still the best and most important but is now only 

part of a larger cricket club. The hope was that the older C&S players would move up, making room for 

younger players in the C&S. To date this does not appear to be happening and our C&S team is on 

average the oldest it has ever been. 

At the same time the number of C&S clubs has reduced from the thirty eight when CCNSW joined to only 

eighteen playing clubs this 2020-21 season, many of them Sydney school Old Boys sides. 

In terms of results the Club side has yet to go through a season losing more matches than it won. While 

strength has varied, the strongest season was probably 1996-97 when under Stuart Ridge’s captaincy 

and Ron Holmes’ selection policy, the team won all 16 games played with Ron Holmes managing to 

persuade a number of talented cricketers, particularly from the Armed Forces, to turn out regularly for us. 

During his unparalleled 10 years of captaincy in the 2000s, Steve Taylor also captained a strong team, 

going through several seasons only losing 2 games and once only losing one. 

With games limited to only 35 overs p side there is always some tension between the desire to give 

everyone a game balanced against only bowling and batting one’s strongest players to maximise the 



chances of winning. So far the Club has managed this tension well being able to be both competitive and 

sociable with good team spirit and camaraderie. 

CCNSW records prior to 2002 are intermittent. The main sources of information prior to 2002 have been 

the occasional comment in the City and Suburban Association Annual Reports and the brief summary 

normally about one page, contained in the Annual Reports of the old registered Cricketers’ Club prior to 

its dissolution in 2001.  Not all those reports are now available. The former manager of and scorer for the 

CCNSW C&S side, John Russell (now deceased) did maintain weekly faxed Newsletters and season’s 

averages over a period c 1989-2002  but little of this information remains. The Club would be pleased to 

hear from anyone who has kept the old CCNSW Registered Club’s Annual Reports or any of “JR”’s 

Newsletters. Since 2002 the ‘new’ Club has kept full records which can be found in the Annual Reports, 

match reports and season averages on its web site. 

There follows – in so far as records allow - brief summaries of our C&S team over each of the 50 seasons 

followed by a summary of the results and (where records exist) the captain for each season and the 

player with the most runs and wickets each season.  

Results are not the only criterion of success. People play for the pleasure and the camaraderie so finally I 

have tried to obtain some brief reminiscences from some of the more memorable incidents remembered 

by some of the players who played in each decade. In the final resort the memory of a team and a Club 

lies not so much in its statistics as in the camaraderie and fun and humour lodged in the memories of its 

players. 

Adrian Hawkes Secretary 

Notes on Sources 

I have researched  the City and Suburban Association Annual Reports over the 50 seasons 1971-2021. 

Till 1999 the C&SCA annual report did not include individual reports from all the Clubs nor list their results 

and leading players. Under the secretaryship of Bill Wray (1955-1979) and Jack Pace (1979-1999), the 

Annual Reports only listed the leading batsmen and bowlers in the competition and also record centuries  

and hauls of 7 or more wickets but otherwise only recorded the odd noteworthy performance  with no 

methodical summary of each club’s performance. This changed  with individual club reports under John 

Russell’s secretaryship (1999-2006) and his successor Brian Breakspear (2007 to date).  

The Cricketers’ Club as a registered club produced annual reports and accounts for its members up to its 

liquidation in 2001 but the playing of cricket was a relatively small part of its activities and the cricket 

reports in these annual reports are brief. I have been unable to trace these annual reports for the seasons 

1971-2; 1973-75, 1977-78, 1981-82, 1986-93 and 1994-2001. 

John Russell as manager of and scorer for the C&S team from approximately 1990 to the first decade of 

this century used to produce and distribute to the players match reports, seasons’ statistics and summary 

of results. Most of these in the 1990s have vanished without trace and John Russell has now been dead 

some years. What became of his papers is not known. 

A few players did keep some records. I am grateful to Keith Elloy for some of the seasons’ averages and 

results from the 1980s and to Greg Brooks and Scott McCallum for some of the records of the 1990s 

though there are still large gaps in the first three decades 1971-2001. 

The new Incorporated association has kept detailed records since 2002 which can be found on its web 

site at www.ccnsw.com  

http://www.ccnsw.com/

